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THE DYNAMICAL TRAJECTORY OF
GLUCOCORTICOIDS TAPERING AND
DISCONTINUATION IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
PATIENTS COMMENCING GLUCOCORTICOIDS WITH
CSDMARDS: A REAL-WORLD DATA FROM 2009 TO 2020

W. Xie1, H. Huang1, Z. Zhang1. 1Peking University First Hospital, Department of
Rheumatology and Clinical Immunology, Beijing, China
Background: Glucocorticoids (GC) are currently recommended as bridging therapy
in combination with csDMARDs in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and should be tapered
as rapidly as clinically feasible for safety concerns about their long-term use [1-3].
Objectives: To unravel the dynamical trajectory and characteristics of GCs tapering
and discontinuation in RA patients commencing GCs with concomitant csDMARDs.
Methods: We used data from longitudinal real-world TARRA (Treat-to-TARget
in RA) cohort in Peking University First Hospital. RA patient who started GCs
and contaminant csDMARDs therapy over 1-year follow-up were included. The
changes in GCs dose and disease activity in the context of csDMARDs were evaluated. GCs discontinuation rate was analyzed using Kaplan-Meier analysis. The
relapse profiles within 6 months after GCs discontinuation were also analyzed.
Results: A total of 207 RA patients were included. During a median follow-up
duration of 38.6 months, 124 (59.9%) patients discontinued GC. The median oral
prednisolone dose of 10 (5-10) mg/d at initiation was reduced by 50% in the first
6 months and then more slowly reduced, finally to zero by 48 months. The cumulative probability of GCs discontinuation was 26.6% at year 1, 48.0% at year 2,
58.6% at year 3, with calculated median time of 27 months (Figure 1). Of the 124
patients who discontinued GCs, add of other csDMARDs or increment of current
csDMARDs was required in 29.0% of them. Approximately half of 124 patients
were in clinical remission at the time point of GCs discontinuation. Within 6 months
after GCs withdrawal, 79.1% (91/115) of participants maintained relapse-free.

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier curve with cumulative probability of glucocorticoids discontinuation
in RA patients who start glucocorticoids with concomitant csDMARDs during the follow-up
period. csDMARDs: conventional synthetic disease modifying antirheumatic drugs.
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SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS (SES) AND MEDICATION
USE IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA): A SCOPING
REVIEW
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Background: Socioeconomic status (SES) influences disease outcomes in
rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients. (1, 2) Differences in medication use could
partly explain this association. (3) A scoping review was used to identify research
conducted on this topic and determine what knowledge gaps remain.
Objectives: To determine what research has been conducted on this topic, how
this research has defined SES and medication use, and establish what knowledge gaps remain.
Methods: MEDLINE, EMBASE and PsychInfo were searched from their inception until May 2019 for studies which assessed SES and medication use as outcome variables. Studies were included if they measured medication use and
incorporated an SES measure as a comparator variable.
SES was defined using any of the “PROGRESS” framework variables (4)
including patients’ stated gender, age, educational attainment, employment,
occupational class, personal income, marital status, health insurance coverage, area- (neighbourhood) level SES, or patients’ stated race and/or ethnicity.
Medication use was broadly defined as either prescription or dispensation of a
medicine, medication adherence, or delays in treatment. Data was extracted on
studies’ primary objectives, measurement of specific SES measures, patients’
medication use, and whether studies assessed for differences in patients’ medication use according to SES variables.
Results: 1464 studies were identified by this search from which 74 studies were
selected for inclusion, including 52 published articles. Studies’ publication year ranged
from 1994-2019, and originated from 20 countries; most commonly from the USA.
Studies measured a median of 4 SES variables (IQR 3-6), with educational
achievement, area level SES and race/ethnicity the most frequently recorded.
Likelihood of disease modifying antirheumatic drug (DMARD) prescription was
the most frequent primary objective recorded.
96% of studies reported on patients’ use of DMARDs, with glucocorticoids and
analgesics being reported in fewer studies (51% and 23% respectively.)
Most included studies found at least one SES measure to be significantly associated with differences in patients’ medication use. In some studies, however, this
result was not necessarily drawn from the primary outcome and therefore may
not have been adjusted for covariates.
70% of published studies measuring patients’ income (n=14 of 20) and 58% of
those that measured race/ethnicity (n=14 of 24) documented significant differences in patients’ medication use according to these SES variables, although
the direction of this effect – whether it led to ‘greater’ or ‘lesser’ medication use
– varied between studies.
Conclusion: Multiple definitions of SES are used in studies of medication use in RA
patients. Despite this, most identified studies found evidence of a difference in medication use by patient groups that differed by an SES variable, although how medication use differed was found to vary between studies. This latter observation may relate
to contextual factors pertaining to differences in countries’ healthcare systems. Further
prospective studies with clearly defined SES and medication use measures may help
confirm the apparent association between SES and differences in medication use.
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Conclusion: In RA patients commencing GCs in addition to csDMARDs, GCs are
feasibly discontinued with favorable control of disease activity in real-life setting,
mostly without short-term flare. Adding targeted therapies are sometimes required
to attain GCs discontinuation within the time frame of 3 months in current guidelines.
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